First Council District Candidate Questionnaire
Please return by June 1. No limit on the length of responses.
If helpful, feel free to include links for further information.

Zoning
What is your position on the proposed SoHo/NoHo rezoning, which the Mayor and leading Mayoral
candidates have said they would seek to replicate in other historic neighborhoods with median incomes
above the city average, such as those throughout the First Council District? Do you support the approach
in the plan or any elements of it? If so, which? What is your position on the SoHo/NoHo community
alternative plan? Do you believe that upzonings increase pressure for demolition of existing rent regulated
housing and create a huge amount of new very expensive market rate housing, which has the opposite
effect of the purported increase in affordability and diversity?
We desperately need more affordable housing in every neighborhood across this city, including SoHo, but the Mayor's
rezoning plan fails to create enough affordable units and leaves low-income communities of color vulnerable to further
displacement. This plan is not supported by the community and maintains racially exclusionary "community
preference" practices. As advocates like Tenants PAC have noted, it will also open the door to more "big box" stores,
crushing our small businesses when most of us are working every day to help them survive this recession. Moreover,
the plan doesn't address vital infrastructure needs, including schools, child care, and social services to serve new
residents.
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communities lead the process, not developers.
Mandatory Inclusionary zoning has fundamentally failed to make our neighborhoods affordable for low- and
moderate-income residents. Since the Mayor's adoption of MIH, less than 3,000 affordable units have been approved,
SoHo has changed over the years but there are still a number of working artists and galleries in rare concentration.
in a city of 8.5 million residents. Most of the developments received heavy public subsidies. MIH is unattainable for too
Any zoning must include, as former City Council member Alan Gerson had proposed: arts community zoning to keep
many families in need of truly affordable housing. To improve, we should not require an upzoning to kick in; the
the creative community and business in SoHo and NoHo.
percentage of required affordable housing should be increased; and the depth of affordability lowered so more families,
particularly immigrants and low-income families can qualify.
This administration has a dismal record on developer-driven, community-unfriendly rezonings. The SoHo/NoHo
proposal is the latest move to use the land use process as a vehicle for a large-scale upzoning in the neighborhood.

What sort of changes to zoning in Council District 1 would you support or advocate for? Would you support
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development and limiting the transfer of air rights) or downzonings (i.e., reducing the allowable density of new
development as compared to current rules), and if so where and/or under what circumstances?
CD 1 is a very dense place with limited infrastructure.
I would be disinclined to support any heightened density, except in narrow circumstances for specific public good; an
example would be to create a much needed medical facility or senior retirement home.
Transfer of air rights should be subject to greater contextual requirements. Right now air rights can only be transferred
within adjoining plots, except for certain exceptions. We should consider expanding the geographic reach of air rights
transfer, to commercial or other already high rise areas, in exchange for all-affordable or mostly affordable housing.
Former CM Gerson had another proposal which I support: any new zoning, or new construction without upzoning,
requires a concrete infrastructure program actually in the works at time of construction to assure adequate supportive
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Zoning (continued)
Would you seek zoning changes that would require new affordable housing in parts of the First Council
District, and if so where and under what conditions (upzoning? subsidies?)?
Yes but not at the expense of neighborhood historic character and context. As the next City Council member, I will lead
in finding appropriate locations for affordable housing bringing in private and nonprofit partners to the table. I support
an all affordable 5 WTC, reinforcing Lower Manhattan as a live-work community and bringing much-needed truly
affordable housing.

In general, are there changes to our zoning and planning system you would seek to implement or support, and
if so, what are they? What is your position on the City Council’s proposed “Planning Together” framework?
I support development where there is complete transparency from proposal to planning to implementation. Each step
must have input from impacted stakeholders, especially the residents of the neighborhood of the proposed project site.
Communities should be involved from the start, when the City Planning Commission is first notified of a prospect.
Currently, the environmental impact statement (EIS) does not factor in the impact on race or ethnicities within a
neighborhood. I shared the concern that this process is flawed because it overlooks the effects of development on
residential displacement. It is critical to understand demographic trends and changes in the housing supply and
affordability in neighborhoods throughout the city.
In order for the community to have full participation, we need to modify the ULURP process, providing more time for
the residents and the community boards to review and weigh in before the application is approved. The ULURP
process shouldn't be controlled by developers but by all stakeholders, especially local residents. I would also advocate
for developers to be required to kick into a fund for Community Boards to hire independent experts to review EIS or
other technical studies.

Small Businesses

The City has implemented a plan to make permanent the outdoor dining allowed during the pandemic. Do
I support more planning but with the community's input first and foremost. The Council's proposed Planning Together
you
agree with this move? If not, how would you seek to change it, and what system and allowances for
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We can't sideline community input to add another layer of government review.
Yes but on a temporary basis of two years to study and analyze whether outdoor dining benefits restaurants and the
surrounding neighborhood. There's been complaints of excessive noise, garbage and lack of sidewalk space. The city
should immediately rectify the excessive noise, create sound proofing and ticket any noise amplification. We must
have immediate response to noise complaints as we can't diminish quality of life for our neighbors. In CD 1, people live
literally directly on top or opposite these outdoor establishments. We certainly want our local restaurants to recover
and thrive but we should also ensure our neighborhoods are livable with all safety and quality of life concerns worked
out.

What sort of measures would you support or propose to help small businesses? Do you support the
implementation of zoning restrictions on chain stores in certain locations, and if so where? Do you support
the Small Business Jobs Survival Act? Any other measures?
I support "business diversity zoning" to limit the number of chain stores and banks in a given area. This allows
opportunity for new startups and for mom and pop stores to compete as well. We should have one City government
office for all permits from all departments coordinated through one Small Business Office. We should have one website
for all small business rules and regulations posted and available in an easy to find and language accessible format.
While working for a bank, I made first time bank loans to minority- and women-owned businesses and small
businesses and I have helped many startup businesses succeed. After the 9/11 tragedy, my team utilized programs
provided by the Small Business Administration and NYC Economic Development Corp and helped many downtown
small businesses get back on their feet. When I managed a multimillion dollar grant portfolio, I worked with nonprofits
that focused on education, workforce development and affordable housing. I know what banks can do and we need the
City to encourage banks to expand capital availability to small businesses. I want to expand small businesses loans
and grants established during COVID and make them permanent. The city's small businesses should know we always
have their backs as they are the backbone of our economy.
I support the Small Business Jobs Survival Act as it levels the playing field for business owners when negotiating fair
lease terms. We should give rights to tenants to allow them to negotiate fair lease terms which would give them a
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Landmarks
Name a historic preservation battle with which you’ve been involved — what was your role, why were you
involved?
I was involved in the Go Broome Project at 60 Norfolk Street since its inception and incorporated the plan to preserve
the landmarked structure of the Beth Hamerdash Hagodol Synagogue. Unfortunately, a fire destroyed the structure. I
pushed to ensure that the permanent space for BHH Synagogue incorporates artifacts to preserve the legacy of BHH.
I've spoken out against the Howard Hughes project to preserve the historic district at South Street Seaport. I've
testified against the current proposal to upzone Governor's Island which has implications to the historic characteristic of
the much needed green space island.
I've been an outspoken opponent of the Mayor's SoHo/NoHo rezoning because it does not provide for sufficient
affordable units but more importantly the plan does not preserve the legacy characteristic of SoHo/NoHo community.
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it as is? If you would like to see more or less, where would you expand or decrease landmark designations?

CD 1 is rich with history where New York City began and has buildings whose architectural styles reflect different eras
in our history. I would work with GVHPS and other groups to do a district wide survey and identify areas and specific
buildings deserving of designation.
AAFE initiated a pilot program called TARP - Tenement Acquisition Rehabilitation & Preservation program many years
back where nonprofits could receive City support for acquiring tenements with substandard living conditions, of which
there are many in the district, and rehabbing them while keeping the essential structure intact. I want to expand this
into the Chinatown Community Land Trust to allow tenants to purchase these rehabbed units and keep the housing
properties permanently affordable.

How would you evaluate the job the Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) has done in regulating
District 1? Have they done a good job with approving or not approving changes to existing buildings? With
approving or not approving proposed demolitions and new construction? In considering and approving
new landmark designations?
The recent South Street approval of the "modified" Howard Hughes plan was rotten and ill conceived. Howard Hughes
is only losing one floor with their 20 ft reduction at 250 Water Street. The new plan is still over 300 ft tall and the zoning
will result in a longer construction timeline, deeper foundations, noise, traffic, and increasing negative impacts on the
education and health of the students who go to school at PS 343, the Pre-K Center, and Blue School.

If there are changes you would like to see with the LPC, how as a City Councilmember would you help
effectuate that?
For historic districts, I would create a legal presumption in favor of maintaining height and bulk context, so that LPC
would need to issue specific heightened findings to allow for deviating construction plans.
The LPC needs to be "reasonable" to avoid hindering a building owner's ability to run their business like in the case of
the beloved Strand Bookstore.
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What would you tell a property owner who was opposed to their property being landmarked, given that
you as City Councilmember must ultimately uphold the landmark designation when it comes before the
City Council?
As a Council member, I apply the standards for preservation enshrined in law. I would uphold a designation unless
there is gross deviation. Part of my focus would be to help businesses understand the process and help property
owners access funds, including private foundation funding, available to such owners to defray the additional costs from
landmark status. I would support creating a fund from the City for cases where landmarking imposes a real hardship.
But in many if not most cases, landmark status enhances a property's value.

Name

Jenny Low
jennylow2021@gmail.com

E-mail

917-733-4220

Phone

Thank You for Your Answers
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